Problem of social in this time is trafficking. Trafficking represent badness syndicate organiz commercializing human being as machine able to exploited by other human being. Trafficker will not discharge victim of trafficking. This matter because of besides trafficker failed to get advantage, this matter also cause opening of syndicate of trafficking causing fatal to syndicate organization of trafficking.

Definition Of trafficking according to Undang-Undang Nomor 21 Tahun 2007 about Eradication Criminal Law of Commerce People is "recruitment action, transportation, relocation, delivery, evacuation, or acceptance one with threat hardness of abduction, to be a prision, forgery, deception, abuse of position or power of weaks, trapping of debt or give benefit or payment, so that obtain get permission from one who hold to conduct of others, both for conducted in inter-states and also state, for the purpose of exploitation or result people exploited".

This research aim to for description of cause factor the happening of trafficking, experience of informan during becoming trafficking, and conducted by effort is victim of trafficking to get freedom from trafficking. Research type in this research is used case study with approach qualitative. This research use technique of purposive sampling to take sampel. Technique data collecting for example is used observation, interview exhaustively (in-depth interview), documentation. This data research analysis is use opinion of Milles and of Huberman that is; data collecting, data of reduction, data displayed, withdrawal of conclusion.

Effort by victim of trafficking to get freedom from trafficking is very complex, this matter is adapted for existing condition of that moment. To victim which is a prision, effort by victim is to take the occasion existing to run away. While to victim which do not of a prision, usually they look for other work which give better production. This matter because of victim do not know if him to become victim of trafficking, victim only know if him self is employed to lower and have to look for higher level salary to go home on his country.

Primary factor cause of trafficking is poorness, therefore repair of economics can be made one of its answer. Government with NGO to give knowledge to society about every thing related to trafficking. Besides good for preventing the happening of trafficking, this matter also good for giving knowledge of victim about what must do it when trapping in trafficking, so that society is not poor information and know what must do it when trapped in trafficking.